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GGROUND ROUND LMELME

EEXPLANATIONSXPLANATIONS:

S= state
A= action
GS-c= current Ground Station (either the only GS with which a link is established  or the active link when

in the process of handoff)
GS-n= new Ground Station (just after a successful handoff this is the ‘freshly’ established link)
GS-p= proposed Ground Station (during handoff this is the new GS with which the aircraft proposes to

establish a link)
GS-o= old Ground Station, in a link overlap situation, this is the GS which was the current GS until the

new link was established and for which the overlap timer TG5 has been started
GS-x= other Ground Station, that is a GS which is not one of active stations as explained in ‘GS:x,y’. 
GS-active= one of the  active stations as explained in ‘GS:x,y’. 
DI= Discard the received  input
ADM= Asynchronous Disconnect Mode
LE_pend= Link establishment pending
LPM_pend Link parameter modification pending
ABM_Single= Link established with a single GS
ABM_Mult= Link established with two GSss at the same time. One link is with the current GS, the other is with

the new GS. The link with GS-c will only be maintained for TG5 time interval.
HO_init_pend= Initiated handoff pending state. In this state the link with the current GS is maintained while the

link with the proposed GS is in the process of being set up but is not established yet.
HO_req_pend= Requested handoff pending state. In this state the link with the current GS is maintained while the

LME waits for the peer to initiate a handoff.
*n= reference number of an explanatory footnote
GS:x,y list of GSs with which the a/c is communicating (and expecting semantically correct responses) in

a particular state.

New stimulus for aircraft: VME indicates that link successfully established via other system and that this LME should go
into ADM.  The LME shall inform the VME when it transitions from LE_pend to ABM_single.  The a/c needs another
state (the ABM-> ADM) to send a DISC when TG5 expires.  The LME must also inform the VME whenever an
autotune is being done so that the other LMEs “using this radio” can send a DISC immediately.  Need other test cases for
autotune during ho as well.


